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Fragile X refers to a group of genetic 

conditions now referred to as “Fragile 

X-associated Disorders”.   

The disorders include: 

Fragile X Syndrome (FXS) is a genetic 

disorder caused by the full mutation 

of the FMR1 gene (a change in the 

DNA structure) on the X chromosome. 

It results in a wide range of 

developmental and behavioural issues 

and  is the most common inherited 

cause of  intellectual disability 

worldwide.  It affects around one in 

4000 individuals.  

 

Fragile X-Associated Tremor/Ataxia 

Syndrome (FXTAS) is a condition 

affecting some male carriers (and in 

rare cases, female carriers) of the 

premutation over age 50, causing 

balance, tremor and memory 

problems. 

Fragile X-Associated Primary 

Ovarian Insufficiency (FXPOI) or 

early menopause is a condition 

affecting some female carriers of the 

premutation. 

Fragile X can be passed on in families 

with no apparent sign of the 

condition.  In some families, multiple 

generations are affected. 

A l l  c h i l d r e n  w i t h  d e l a y e d 

development or autistic-like features 

should be tested for Fragile X 

Syndrome. 

 

Free phone: 0508 938 0552 

Email: info@fragilex.org.nz 

Postal address; PO Box 1322, Nelson 7040 

Web: www.fragilex.org.nz 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/

Fragilexnewzealand 

Charity Commission Number: CC25998  

Registered office; 196 Taita Drive, Avalon, 

Lower Hutt 5011  

 

Trustees 

Chris Hollis - Chairperson 

Lance Norman - Treasurer 

Judith Spier - Secretary 

Senorita Laukau 

Jayne Sorenson 

 

National Coordinator  Andrea Lee 

nationalcoordinator@fragilex.org.nz 

Free phone: 0508 938 0552 

 

 

Fragile X New Zealand is a parent-led  

charitable organisation which aims to; 
 

 support New Zealand families living 

with fragile X 

 raise awareness about fragile X with-

in New Zealand 
 

 assist individuals affected by fragile 

X to reach their full potential 

 

www.fragilex.org.nz 

 
Cover photo - Fragile X Family Gathering,    
7-9th November 2014, Napier. 

What is Fragile X? 
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Philip Sisam shared his national award winning art work, 

James Hollis held his first Pottery Exhibition and Andre 

Coe released his “I’ve Got Fragile X” song. Another 

highlight was our trip to the Napier National Aquarium. 

The children (and adults) were particularly engaged by the 

antics of the diver who put on a hilarious show especially 

for our group.  Special thanks to Carol Larson and the 

team at the Aquarium for taking such good care of us. To 

the families who weren’t able to make it this year, we 

would love to see you there next year!  

Thank you to the many schools and families we have 

partnered with this year to present the ‘No Longer Fragile’ 

workshop programme.  Thanks to the support of the 

Frozen Funds Trust we have been able to visit more 

schools than ever before.  

With the holiday season upon us it’s a good time to remind 

ourselves of the  needs of our family members affected by 

fragile X and the importance of having strategies to help 

manage anxiety and hyperarousal as we move into a 

period outside of our usual routines.  Later in this issue 

you’ll find an article from OT and SLT fragile X gurus 

Tracey and Mouse with some good tips and strategies. Also 

included in this issue is an excellent article by Jayne 

Dixon Weber with tips for success when visiting extended 

family or friends over the holidays. 

Finally from my family to yours I wish you season’s 

greetings and hope your family has a wonderful summer 

and enjoys some fun and relaxation in the sun.  

 

A huge thank you to 

everyone who joined in the fun 

at our annual Fragile X 

Family Gathering this year in 

Napier.  Unbelievably we grew 

in numbers yet again!  This 

year we were lucky to have 

Louise Gane join us. We also 

had three special events; 
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National Coordinator’s Report 

Andrea Lee 
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Useful websites and links 
 

Useful websites for information about 

fragile X: 
 

 F r a g i l e  X  N e w  Z e a l a n d 

www.fragilex.org.nz 

 The National Fragile X Foundation 

www.fragilex.org 

 Australian Fragile X Association 

www.fragilex.org.au 

 T h e  F r a g i l e  X  S o c i e t y 

www.fragilex.org.uk 

 I m a g i n e  B e t t e r  

www.imaginebetter.co.nz 

 For information about education and 

I n f o r m a t i o n  a b o u t  F XTA S 

www.fxtas.org  

 Fragile X research  www.fraxa.org 

 Parent to Parent New Zealand  

www.parent2parent.org.nz 

 

Summer 2014/15 Fragile X New Zealand Newsletter  

An Update From FXNZ 

Activities and events since our last newsletter 
in winter; 

Auckland Marathon 

Congratulations to the eleven fragile X mums 

and supporters who took part in the 

Auckland Marathon, the first weekend in 

November!  Everyone wore gorgeous T-shirts 

raising awareness about fragile X and got fit 

at the same time. Thanks to Veronica Harley 

who organised this initiative. 

 

Annual Fragile X Family Gathering 

Twenty nine families took part in the Fragile 

X Family Gathering. We are currently 

investigating next years venue. 
 

Workshop with Louise Gane 

Louise Gane, formerly of the MIND Institute, 

presented a workshop on 8th November. The 

presentation is available on the FXNZ 

website www.fragile.org.nz  
   

“I’ve Got Fragile X” song 

If you haven’t heard our new song by Kath 

Bee featuring Andre singing about fragile X 

then go to our website and listen to the MP3 

link or download the song on iTunes or 

Spotify and add it to your children’s playlists!  

Survey 

FXNZ wants to hear from you about what’s 

important to you and your family when it 

comes to what we do as a community to 

support one another and grow as an 

organisation. Survey coming soon. 
 

Genetic Health Services 

GHSNZ have replied to FXNZ and agreed to 

test siblings of a child diagnosed with fragile 

X with a referral from a paediatrician. 
 

Fragile X Clinical Forum 

The next Fragile X Clinical Forum with 

paediatrician Dr Andrew Marshall is 

scheduled for 17th February. Contact Andrea 

at info@fragilex.org.nz to book a place. 
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What is Hyperarousal?  

 

What is Hyperarousal and What to Do 

About it? 

Hyperarousal is one of the more prevalent and 

troubling characteristics in fragile X syndrome. 

But just what is hyperarousal? Recent research 

has helped us to have a better definition of the 

concept of hyperarousal. From understanding 

the research findings, we can establish both 

better theory as well as better practice. This 

has important implications for intervention, 

from medical management and medication to 

the various therapies, including behaviour/

psychology, occupational therapy and speech 

language pathology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is Hyperarousal and What is its 

Relation to Behaviour?  

Hyperarousal is the tendency of the nervous 

system to become overwhelmed and over 

activated by processing demands. Processing 

demands include those from the sensory 

environment, social interaction, as well as from 

internal processing loads for cognition, 

language and executive function. As the 

nervous system becomes overstimulated, it 

tends to shift out of a balanced state into one of 

heighted responding and reactivity; toward low 

level, automatic fear/fight/flight type of 

responses. Since the nervous system takes over 

the responding pattern, much of the behaviour 

is no longer under a person’s self-regulatory 

control.  

 

 

 

 

What do we know about Hyperarousal in Fragile X? 
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Hyperarousal continued  

 

Managing Hyperarousal – It Takes a 

Village 

The concept of “village” correctly implies that 

managing hyperarousal takes cooperation 

and input from a variety of perspectives and 

disciplines. Using this “village” concept – 

management of hyperarousal can be 

accomplished successfully at home and at 

school. 

The strategies outlined below are based on best 

practice from multiple disciplines. They 

need to be used prescriptively, as not all of 

these are necessary or appropriate for all 

individuals with FXS. These strategies need to 

be used under the guidance of a TEAM, 

or, VILLAGE familiar with the individual. 
 

These strategies can be divided into three basic 

categories: 

 Sensory Based Strategies:  

These are strategies based on sensory 

integration theory and include strategies for 

calming, organizing and self-regulation. 
 

 Routine Based Strategies:  

These are strategies for keeping the day 

organized, maintaining routines and keeping 

anxiety about the uncertain and arousal at bay 

and are based on the use of schedules and 

visual supports. 
 

 Language Based Strategies: 

These are strategies that capitalize on the 

“incidental learning” strength of individuals 

with FXS. We can take advantage of this 

learning style when trying to shape or change  

behaviours through specific language and social 

based strategies. 

Specific Strategies Include: 

Sensory-based strategies: 

 Sensory Diet 

 Fragile X Emergency Kit 

 Sensory Choice Board 

 Self-regulation Programming 
 

Routines-based strategy: 

 Schedules 

 Routines 

 Structure 
 

Language-based strategies: 

 Side dialogues/self talk 

 Social stories 

 Video modelling 

Ready/Not Ready Cueing: 

This provides a way for the child to 

communicate if they are “ready” or “not ready” 

for the next activity, event or interaction 

(demand). The self-regulation skill imbedded in 

this strategy is to indicate when not ready, 

which importantly signals a need to “get 

ready” – therein the child is moving toward 

adapting to not being ready, by implementing 

a strategy to cope and “get ready” after which 

they are able to meet the demand. In 

other words, not ready doesn’t mean “I don’t 

have to do this”, rather it means, “I have to 

get ready to do this”. 

Use a visual support to mark “ready” or “not 

ready”. 

Reprinted with 

thanks  to 

www.developmentalfx.org 
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Jordan - Conference Presenter 

Jordan Wilson presenting at the Imagine Better 
conference at Te Papa in Wellington with the support 
of  his teacher Alleigh Browning. 

Jordan’s Catalyst For Transition  - This is Jordan’s plan , created together with the support of his 

family and his school.  It includes his hopes and  dreams for the future and some goals to work 

towards as he transitions out of school over the next few years.   

Jordan Wilson (19 years) can add conference 

presenter to his CV and his already impressive 

list of achievements!  Here he is standing in 

front of an audience of around 100 people. 

Jordan spoke about the process he has been 

part of this year working with Imagine Better 

to  prepare for his transition from school and 

onto the next stage of his life.  He spoke about 

the program he was part of and how he has 

been encouraged and supported to think about  

his hopes and dreams, what his strengths and 

passions are and where they could lead him. 

He also talked about taking part in work 

experience and the goals he has set himself. 

Jordan has been thinking about the things he 

needs to be happy and successful in his life 

after he finishes school.  Below is a visual 

representation of  his transition process. 
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Fragile X Family Gathering! 
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 Community News 

Postman Pat meets Van Gogh 
JO MOIR  The Dominion Post 30/08/2014 
A van Gogh-inspired Postman Pat painting bagged the winning 

prize at the IHC art awards in Wellington.  

Phillip Sisam, of Clive in Hawke's Bay, painted Postman Pat after 

Van Gogh in just a couple of days at an art class he attends almost 

daily.  

His watercolour pastel work was chosen from more than 600 entries 

by New Zealand artists aged 13 years and over with an intellectual 

disability.  

Sisam, 34, said he was an avid fan of Postman Pat growing up and 

religiously watched it with his brother Michael.  

His repertoire also involved flowers, snow on mountains and 

animals but he had chosen Pat after studying Van Gogh in class, 

and coming across the post-Impressionist painter's portraits of his 

close friend, French postman Joseph Roulin.  

Sisam put his own spin on the series of paintings and was 

presented with a prize of $5000 at a ceremony at the Michael 

Fowler Centre on Thursday night.  

Art has been a big part of Sisam's life since he moved to Hohepa 

School when he was eight.  

He has subsequently moved into the residential community where 

he works and spends his spare time painting.  

His mother, Carol Carr, who lives in Wellington and was at the 

awards with her son, said she was incredibly proud of his efforts.  

Judge Denise L'Estrange-Corbet, co-head of WORLD fashion, said: 

"This art piece is sheer genius in having the children's character 

Postman Pat sitting in a pose reminiscent of Van Gogh.  

"The humour and intelligence of the whole idea shows us just how 

talented these artists are - standout, completely standout."  

 

Congratulations from FXNZ!!! 

James Hollis held his first Pottery Exhibition 

in Napier on 7th November at the Fragile X 

Family Gathering.  He showed work from his 

collection of pieces created since he began 

pottery at the age of 5.  Initially his 

grandmother, Gwynneth, taught him but he 

soon passed her level of knowledge and has 

been tutored by potters from all over the world, 

thanks to YouTube and friendly potters from 

Nelson to Mangawhai.  

James sold $340 of pottery to people around 

the country and generously donated the 

proceeds to FXNZ.  Thank you James!   

Andre Coe recorded a song about 

fragile X with hi s music idol Kath 

Bee!  “I’ve Got Fragile X” is now 

available on iTunes & Spotify! 
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Indirect 
Instruction 

Communication  

Strategies 

I’ve Got Fragile X 

©Kath Bee 2014 
 

Verse 1 

I ride my bike – like you 

Watch a movie or two 

Enjoy playing my computer 
games – just like you 

I love my family too  

And I try hard – I do!   

Love to laugh and share a joke 
or two (or three) – with you!  

 

Chorus 

I’ve got Fragile X 

I’ve got Fragile X 

Fragile WHAT??!! 

Fragile X! 

 

Verse 2 

I’m super kind and helpful  

Which is really cool 

And I’m a little bit shy as a 
general rule 

I like to dance and sing 

My memory’s amazing 

You forget, but I remember 
EVERYTHING! 

Chorus x 1 

 

BRIDGE 

Only 1 in 4000 – yep, that’s ME! 

My brain works a little bit 
differently 

No need to be scared of me - it’s 
in my genes! 

IN YOUR JEANS??!! 

 

 

 

 

 

Genes with a ‘G’ - do you know 
what that means? 

Nope! 

I was born with it!  (Ahhhh) 

 

Chorus 

I’ve got Fragile X  

I’ve got Fragile X! 

(Sax break) 

 

Verse 3 

I’ve got 2 arms – one two 

And 2 legs – who knew? 

I’m very enthusiastic about life, 
it’s true! 

I need friends - like you do 

Cos I get lonely too 

An awesome sense of 
humour?? Well guess who? 

 

Chorus x 1 

 

Bridge x 1 

 

Outro Chorus 

I’ve got Fragile X – it’s in my 
genes 

I’ve got Fragile X – I was born 
with it 

I’ve got Fragile X – 1 in 4000! 

I’ve got Fragile X 

Fragile WHAT??!! 

Fragile X!!!!!! 

We know that one aspect of 

the learning style of 

individuals with FXS  is that 

they are “incidental learners”. 

This is learning by passive 

observation of activities or 

events. 

With the attention being off 

the individual with FXS, there 

is reduced anxiety, reduced 

arousal, and greater chance 

for skill development and skill 

demonstration. 

Use this strength to help 

teach new tasks or give 

instructions by instructing a 

different person in the room 

(close by) with the idea/

information you’d like the 

person with FXS to know.  

This is indirect instruction and 

reduces the anxiety that often 

arises from direct instruction 

or direct attention to the 

person with FXS. 
Available on iTunes and Spotify! 
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An email response to a family member who’s 
inviting a child with fragile X syndrome over for 
dinner for the first time from Jayne Dixon Weber, 
Director of Support Services at the NFXF 
 

Dear Jayne, 
 

I am inviting new extended family members over for 
a holiday dinner party this weekend. Their children 
live with Fragile X. Do you have any tips on making 
the children feel comfortable? I heard it can be 
challenging for individuals with Fragile X to meet 
new people and be in new situations. 
 
The following list of items is what I would 

recommend based on my own experience with 

my 26 year old son who has fragile X 

syndrome (FXS). I don’t know the children’s 

ages and abilities can vary, but the following 

are general ideas to help make children with 

FXS feel more comfortable in new situations. 

 Before the party, send photos of your 

house to the parents so they can share them 

with their children ahead of time. Include 

photos of the different rooms in your house 

the children will spend time in. Take the 

photos as if you are the children entering the 

house. For example: This is what your house 

looks like from the street, as you walk up the 

sidewalk, as you enter, as you look from left 

to right, the kitchen, the dining room, the 

family room, your back yard, etc. 

 If possible, include photos of other people 

who will be attending the dinner party. The 

more photos you share with the children 

ahead of time, the more comfortable they will 

become with the new setting. The idea is to 

get the children used to the house and their 

new surroundings before they arrive. 

 If appropriate, help the family develop a 

picture schedule of activities that might occur 

or the optional activities that will be available 

for the children to take part in during their 

stay at your house. 

 This may sound terrible, but since I do not 

know the children and the behaviors of 

children with FXS vary so much – if you have 

something valuable that you do not want 

broken, put it away. Please don’t make a big 

deal about it – if someone asks, just say you 

decided to move it to a different place. It is 

possible for a child with FXS to accidently 

knock something off a shelf or start playing 

rambunctiously. You’ll want to avoid 

potential accidents before they happen. 

 Tell the parents to bring the children’s 

favorite toys, movies, stuffed animals – 

whatever is comforting. 

 If appropriate, tell them to let the children 

choose their own clothes – when invited to a 

party, my son loves to wear a tie and he is 

always the most dressed up of person in the 

room. If there’s cooking involved, he also 

sometimes chooses to wear a chef’s outfit 

because he likes to help out in the kitchen. 

Actually, I would encourage people to dress 

up – people act differently (in a good way) 

when they are dressed up, compared to when 

they wear sweat pants and jeans. 

 If possible, have the family arrive early 

before anyone else gets to your house. Allow 

the children time to enter the house at their 

own pace. Not knowing the children, it could 

take up to 30 minutes before they come into 

the house. Then show them around the house. 

Make sure to show them where to find the 

bathroom. Show them where the other 

children will hang out and where the adults 

will be. 

 Try to have a room where they can go if they 

need quiet time. 

Holiday Visiting Ideas:  

Planning for Success! 
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 Let the children know the order of what is 

going to happen when they arrive at your house. 

For example: First you can watch TV with the 

other children, second you’ll need to wash your 

hands and get ready to eat, then, once all the 

guests have arrived, we will sit down and eat. 

 As people arrive, depending on the level of 

the children, they may or may not shake 

hands. Do not expect or ask for eye contact. A 

high-five is usually good. If you can find 

something out about the children ahead of 

time, that would be good too. Is there a sports 

team they like? Do they have a dog? Anything 

to make that connection. 

 Children with FXS don’t like drama, loud 

or sudden noises, or strong smells. Many 

children with FXS do not like being touched. 

Also, they will not like it if others get upset – 

children with FXS mirror the emotions of 

those around them – both positive and 

negative. 

 Are any of your other house guests loud 

talkers? Based on my personal experience, 

loud talking is really hard for children with 

FXS. I actually have a relative that I cannot 

invite to get-togethers because she talks so 

loud. My son cannot stand it. 

 Do you have a dog? Check with the 

parents first to see how their children are 

around a dog or any other pet you may have 

in the house. 

 Will you also be celebrating anyone’s 

birthday at the dinner party? Some children 

with FXS do not like the birthday song. It 

makes them fall apart. I can only say “Happy 

Birthday” in a regular voice and I do not light 

candles when my son is involved in the 

celebration. 

 The new family may want to plan on 

leaving early. If one of the children gets 

upset, try to be as calm as you can. Clear 

everyone away from the area. 

 If possible spend time outside – gross 

motor activities are always good. Can you 

take the children for a walk or run? Is there a 

park nearby? Think – sensory diet and 

calming activities. 

 When it comes to the meal, the children 

may want to eat in a quiet place. Talk to the 

parents ahead of time and ask if the children 

require any special arrangements – such as 

seating preferences and dietary restrictions. 

 

I feel as though I have given you a list of all 

these things that you shouldn’t do with the 

children, but what I really want you to know 

is that children with FXS are very social.  

They like to joke and laugh, they like to 

please, and they like to be helpful. Children 

with FXS are very fun to be around and I 

hope you have a great time with them. 

 

The best thing to do is try to get in touch with 

the parents ahead of time. When you talk 

with the parents, use the above list as a guide 

to ask questions. As I mentioned earlier, each 

child with FXS is different so what works for 

one may not work for the other. The list above 

is a great way to start the conversation. I am 

sure the parents will be very touched that you 

thought about their needs ahead of time. 

 

Happy Holidays! 

Jayne Dixon Weber 

 

Jayne’s recommendations can be replicated for many  

family gatherings and social situations involving a child 

with fragile X syndrome. Feel free to pass Jayne’s advice 

along to someone you know who might be in a similar 

situation this holiday season! 

www.fragilex.org 

With thanks to; 

http://www.fragilex.org/2014/treatment-and-intervention/happy-birthday-meltdowns-and-other-behavioral-conundrums/
http://www.fragilex.org/2014/treatment-and-intervention/happy-birthday-meltdowns-and-other-behavioral-conundrums/
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Kids Count Money NZ 

Features six game modes to present the different ways in which money can be used: Buying 

things, Giving change, counting pocket money, comparing amounts, and more. Parents can 

switch the difficulty between coins and notes to suit the needs of their child.  

Spelling City 
Vocabulary SpellingCity is a fun way to learn spelling and vocabulary words by 

playing engaging learning games using any word list. The most popular activities are 

Spelling TestMe, HangMouse, and our vocabulary games. 

ABC Magnetic Alphabet: make and read words! 
Fun and educational magnetic board with upper case English letters and alphabet 

shape puzzle - ideal for educational purposes.  

TouchChat                    
TouchChat is a full-featured communication solution for individuals who have 

difficulty using their natural voice. TouchChat is designed for individuals with 

Autism, Down Syndrome, ALS, apraxia, or other conditions that affect a person's 

ability to use natural speech. 

Grandpa's Workshop                    
This dancing Grandpa and his wacky tools are ready for fun and projects in the 

workshop! Grandpa needs help identifying tools, measuring, cutting wood, spotting 

differences, painting furniture, repairing broken items, and even building an awesome kids’ 

clubhouse!  

Apps for Success 

Fragile X Clinical Forum 
The Fragile X Clinical Forum is an opportunity for a discussion via video conference link between families affected 

by Fragile X Syndrome, paediatricians responsible for the local care of children with Fragile X and Dr Andrew 
Marshall, Developmental Paediatrician and specialist in Fragile X Syndrome. 

This is a free service available to all families.  Families can use the service more than once as the need arises. 

Please contact FXNZ  for more information or to register for the next clinic 
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Book Review 

 

Fragile X New Zealand have a 
lending library that includes 
books, audio-visual material and 
educational information about 
fragile X.   

We regularly updated our stock 
with newly published books.  We 
try to profile these new books in 
the newsletters and you can view 
the full list of books, and other 
material available on our web-
site. 

www.fragilex.org.nz 
 

The loan conditions are as fol-
lows; 

1.There is no limit to the number 
of items that can be borrowed at 
one time. 

2.We cover the costs of delivery 
to the borrower. 

3.The borrower is required to pay 
the costs of returning borrowed 
materials to the library 

4.Loans are for one month  

unless special arrangements are 
made. 

Because this is a free service, we 
request that all care is taken to 
ensure that loaned material is 
returned in good condition. 

Fragile X New Zealand does not 
necessarily endorse the contents 
of all the publications in our     
library. 

Fragile X New Zealand  

Library 

Brain-damaged at birth, 

Robert Martin was locked 

away as a child in places for 

the ‘mentally deficient’ where 

he suffered neglect, abuse and 

violence. He came to 

understand that he and his 

friends were ‘nothing people; 

worthless and valueless, 

without opinions or rights’. 

Robert became a runaway, a 

thief, a scrapper and an 

activist. But he also stole 

books and educated himself, 

and began a civil rights 

campaign in small town New 

Zealand that helped grow an 

international movement. He 

travelled the world, saw 

horror in giant institutions 

and pleaded with politicians 

and bureaucrats for a better 

life for his friends. In 2003 he 

stood alone in a crowded hall 

to address the United 

Nations: ‘My name is Robert 

Martin, and I have an 

intellectual disability.’ 

I have been lucky enough to meet Robert Martin and 

hear him speak.  Robert has an intellectual disability 

and is a passionate advocate for the rights of people 

with an intellectual disability within the community. I 

remember first hearing him when Andre was still very 

young and being very moved by Robert’s story and all 

that he had achieved in his life.  It was another re-

calibration in my expectations of what could be 

achieved and what was possible for our son. 

Roberts story is also an important historical account of 

the way people with intellectual disabilities have been 

treated in New Zealand society within our institutions.  

Andrea Lee 

Published 2014 

 

A copy of this book is available in the IHC Library 

Becoming a Person: The 
biography of Robert Martin  

John McRae 

Becoming a Person is the 

uplifting and challenging story 

of how an intellectually disabled 

New Zealander helped change 

the world.  
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If you are moving house, changing phone or email 
address please contact us! 
Do you have something of interest to put in this Newsletter? 

Please send your articles to nationalcoordinator@fragilex.org.nz  

Remember, this is your Newsletter. We want to hear about what’s happening in your 
household, at your child’s school or in your local community, so that we can share it with 

our national community.  Deadline for the next issue: Friday 28th Feb. 2015 

Sincere thanks to our generous sponsors -  

  Donations help us do our work supporting families living with fragile X and associated    

disorders and raise awareness about the disorder. 

Donations can be made to the FXNZ account ASB 123152 0096420  00 

Donations over $5 are tax deductible, receipts available 

 

  FXNZ Wish List…. 

  Funding to support families to attend the Family Gatherings for the first time 

  Funding to support the No Longer Fragile Workshop in schools 

  Website developer to redesign FXNZ website.  Email Andrea at info@fragilex.org.nz 


